
PHYS 58F HWA6. Due Th Mar 31’st at lecture hours.

1. Consider differential forms in R3 with the usual Cartesian co-ordinate chart
and the Euclidean metric. We shall first explore the meaning of the operator
identity d2 = 0. Since you have a metric you do have the raising and lowering
maps ] and [ associated with it. Furthermore since you have a metric you also
have the Hodge duality ∗ and hence a 2-form can be associated to a 1-form and
the 3-form -since it must be a multiple of the volume form- can be associated
with a 0-form. Now let us define the following objects1

gradf := ]df

divV := ∗−1d ∗ [V

where f is a scalar field (a zero form) and V is a vector field. Check that gardf
is a vector field and that divV is a scalar field. These definitions are valid for
all manifolds. But since in R3 a two-form can be associated with a one-form
we can define the following without an ambiguity where the sharp will hit -note
that in dimensions other than three the sharp will be ambiguous-

curlV := ] ∗ d [V

where V is a vector field. Check that in our case curlV is a vector field. Find
the components of gradf , divV and curlV .

Now show that the identity d2 = 0 implies

curl(gradf) = 0

div(curlV ) = 0

2. Now assume we are in R2 along with Cartesian co-ordinates and the Eu-
clidean metric. Consider a 1-form α = αi(x, y)dxi. Let D be the region for
the unit square area with the left bottom at the origin. Show that the Stoke’s
theorem hold explicitly -as we have done for simpler cases in class-∫

D

dα =

∫
∂D

α

3. Now consider the 4d Minkowski space-time which has the topology of R4

with a non-definite metric Tr(g) = −2 and Cartesian chart. Let us consider the
following 2-form in this space

F ≡ 1

2
Fµνdx

µ ∧ dxν

with dx0 = dt, dx1 = dx, dx2 = dy and dx3 = dz. Also F0i = −Fi0 ≡ Ei and
Fij ≡ εijkBk. Find the components of ∗F in this co-ordinate system, note that
∗F is also a 2-form in 4-dimensions. Also find the components of F ∧ F and
F ∧ ∗F , if you will also try ∗F ∧ ∗F .

Define a 1-form J and show that the following equations reproduce the
Maxwell’s equations

dF = 0 and ∗ d ∗ F = J

with a proper identification of the components of J with known objects.

1Note that the divergence of a vector field has a more general definition as follows

LV ωg := (divV )ωg

where ωg is the metric volume form. This is since Lie derivative hits on a tensor to give a
tensor of the same type and that a n-form is always proportional to the metric volume form.
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4. First read 6.3.11 and understand the definitions. Now Read 7.6 and make
sure you understand the coin interpretation of the interior product. Now con-
sider we are in R2 along with Cartesian co-ordinates and let α be an arbitrary
2-form. Also consider the vector field V = ∂x and let D be the domain defined
as (x = 0, y) such that 0 ≤ y ≤ 1. Now show that the equality in 7.6.11 holds.
Calculate everything properly: The flow of V , the domain Dε V etc. What
happens if you take α be the volume form? Sorry for this rather contrived
triviality!
5. Read and understand sections 8.4 and 8.5 and 8.6
6. We have seen that on a contractible manifold all closed forms (dα = 0) can
be written down as exact forms (α = dβ). We have also discussed that Rn is
contractible with the vector field ξ = −xi∂i via its own flow Φt in the limit
t → ∞. We have seen that with these a closed form α can be written as dβ
with

β = −
∫ ∞
0

dt Φ∗t iξα

Now let us be in R2. Let α = dx∧dy be the volume form and the contracting
vector field is ξ = −x∂x − y∂y. Show using the full procedure above that

β =
1

2
(xdy − ydx)

which of course upon inspection yields the correct volume form upon action by
d.

Hint: iV (a∧b) = (iV a)∧b+(η̂a)∧iV b is f course very useful. Also remember
that (iV a)(u, · · · , w) = a(V, u, · · · , w). Remember that the co-ordinates are
themselves can be seen as functions and their pull backs are easy to calculate,
but proceed as you see fit for the pullback.

Repeat the above, under the same set up but this time for a one-form α =
xndx. I hope by now you are convinced that the formalism works to find a
potential for a closed form.
7. We have discussed the Betti numbers in class and how to get them by inspec-
tion. A closely related object is the Poincaré polynomial of a space represented
as

P (x)M = b0 + b1x+ b2x
2 + · · · .

where as we have discussed b0 is the number of connected components of M , b1
is the number of circular (1d) holes, b2 is the number of cavities (2d holes) etc.
For any two spaces M and N we have2

P (x)M×N = P (x)MP (x)N

Now show that the Poincaré polynomial of M = R3−{O} (that is one point
removed) is given as

P (x)M = (1 + x2)

Now consider N = R and form M ×N argue that

P (x)M×N = (1 + x2)

2Note that you can only use bp = bn−p (from Poincaré duality) for closed manifolds; that
is for manifolds that are compact and without a boundary.
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Now could not we also describe M ×N as R4 minus a line? Digress, with an
eye on electromagnetism which is described by a closed 2-form in 4D space-time.
3

8. First prove that the Poincaré polynomial for the circle S1 is P (x)S1 = 1 +x.
Now prove that the Poincaré polynmial of Tn = S1×· · ·×S1 (the direct product
of n circles), is P (x)Tn = (1 + x)n, check that the Poincaré duality hold here.
It must since the circle is a compact manifold without a boundary.
9. Now let us go back a bit. Remember that we have defined the co-ordinate
basis as ∂i with of course [∂i, ∂j ] = 0 but these were not necessarily guaranteed
to be normalized for a given metric. Nevertheless one can go to a basis which
is orthonormal with respect to a given metric. This is achieved with the frame
fields as we have previously discussed.

ea(x) = eia(x)∂i

There may be orthonormal, in the sense that g(ea, eb) = δab. Yet they are
no longer commuting

[ea, eb] = Ccab(x)ec

Show that Ccab are not tensors: That is they do not transform as tensors
under an arbitrary change of co-ordinates.

Now one can create a form basis which is tailored to ea(x) via of course
ea(eb) = 〈ea, eb〉 = δab. Show that they obey

dea +
1

2
Cabc(x)eb ∧ ec(x) = 0

3Remember that if for a given p one has bp = 0 a closed p-form (for that p) can be written
as an exact form. If bp 6= 0 one can not do so.
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